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1BSystems, Energy and Change

A system is a group of objects and influences that are related to each other and affect each other. Energy
measures the ability of a system to change itself or other systems. This investigation is about systems and
energy.

A Making a system 

1. Set up the track as a long straight hill. Your teacher will you tell which hole in the stand to attach 
the track. 

2. Attach two photogates along the track, with photogate A first. 
3. Drop the car several times and measure the time it takes to roll from photogate A to photogate B.

Questions for this Investigation:
1. Why do things change?
2. Why do things change by only a certain amount?

Materials
• Car and track
• Clay

• Timer • Physics stand
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B Questions for the experiment
  a. What is speed and how can it be measured with two photogates in this experiment?

  b. Different cars are rolling on tracks with different angles. Which car should go the fastest? Which car 
should go the slowest?

  c. Which car should have the shortest time from photogate A to photogate B? Which should have the 
longest time?

C What do you observe
Each group should drop the car and record the time it takes to get from photogate A to photogate B. Use
Table 2 to record the times in the Trial #1 column. Leave the second column black for now.

D Thinking about what you observed
  a. Did the times in Table 1 agree with your hypothesis? Explain in one sentence why or why not.

  b. What objects and influences should be “in” your system if you want to investigate the 
motion of the car?

  c. Name two things that should not be in your system since they do not influence the motion.

  d. What is a variable? What variables affect the motion of the car in your system? Make a list of the 
variables (Hint: there are at least 6 important ones).

  e. What variable is being tested in your class experiment (the experimental variable)? How do you know?

  f. What should be done with the other variables which are not the experimental variable? Why?

E A better experiment
1. Each group should place the photogates in the same places on the track. Other variables may also 

need to be controlled.
2. Re-run the experiment and record the times for each group in Table 1 using the second column 

(Trial #2)

F Thinking about what you observed
  a. Did the new times for the second trial of the experiment agree with your hypothesis about which track 

should have the fastest car? Explain in one sentence why or why not.

Table 1: Speed data
Hole # Trial #1

Time in seconds
Trial #2

Time in seconds
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1BG Energy in the system

1. Set up the track with the steeper hill and a level section.
2. Put a photogate near the middle of the level section.
3. Drop the car from different heights on the hill using the screw on the stop to provide a repeatable 

starting point. Measure and record position from the center of the track.
4. Use the photogate to measure the speed of the car before and after bouncing off the rubber band. 

The speed of the car is the width of the flag divided by the time it takes the flag to pass through the 
beam of the photogate (measure the width of the flag in cm). 

5. Drop the car from different heights to get several different speeds.

H Thinking about what you observed
  a. If you drop the car from a certain height does it ever go higher after bouncing off the rubber band?

  b. If the car has a certain speed going into the rubber band does it ever have a greater speed after bouncing 
off? (Hint: use the timer’s memory button.)

  c. When you drop the car from a certain height it reaches a certain speed at the photogate. If you launch 
the car with the same speed back up the hill, does the car ever get higher than the height at which you 
first dropped it? (try this experiment)

  d. In one paragraph, explain how the answers to a, b, and c are explained using the idea of energy.

Table 2: Energy data
Drop 

position
(cm from 
center)

Before rubber band After rubber band
Time 

through 
photogate

(sec)

Speed
(cm/sec)

Time 
through 

photogate
(sec)

Speed 
(cm/sec)
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